Coherent and incoherent interactions between cofacial π-conjugated oligomer dimers in macrocycle templates.
The interactions between two π-conjugated oligomers templated in molecular scaffolds are revealed as a function of separation and orientation, providing models of intermolecular interactions in bulk organic semiconductor materials. For a variety of dimer geometries (acyclic and macrocyclic) of the same model oligomer, no change in fluorescence spectra, fluorescence dynamics, or low-temperature single-molecule emission characteristics is observed. A small red-shift and slowing of fluorescence in the most closely spaced macrocyclic dimer structure is thought to arise both due to an intramolecular solvatochromic shift as well as from weak intramolecular aggregate formation. No corresponding effect is observed in bulk films of the acyclic model oligomer, implying the absence of intermolecular aggregate or excimer formation due to random relative dipole orientations. The largest effect of intramolecular geometry of the model dimer structures is seen in transient fluorescence depolarization, where an open ring geometry leads to rapid depolarization, compared to the corresponding macrocycle, due to the presence of a range of molecular transition dipole moment orientations. Self-assembled monolayers of the molecules on HOPG investigated by scanning-tunneling microscopy further illustrate the conformational variability of the open dimers in contrast to the fixed conformation of the closed dimers.